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What is subjectivity and sentiment analysis? 
�  Subjectivity and sentiment analysis focuses on the automatic 

identification of private states in natural language (Wiebe et al., 
2005) 
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Overview 
�  I. Sentiment and subjectivity analysis 

�  Definitions, Applications 

�  II. Sentiment and subjectivity analysis on English 
�  Lexicons, Corpora, Tools 

�  III. Word- and phrase-level annotations 
�  IV. Sentence level annotations 
�  V. Document level annotations 
�  VI. What works, what doesn’t  

Some slides have been adapted from tutorials/lectures given by Carmen Banea,  
Bing Liu, Janyce Wiebe 



I. Sentiment and subjectivity analysis 

Definitions & Applications 



What is subjectivity? 
�  The linguistic expression of somebody’s opinions, 

sentiments, emotions, evaluations, beliefs, speculations 
(private states) 

�  Private state: state that is not open to objective observation 
or verification 
 Quirk, Greenbaum, Leech, Svartvik (1985). A Comprehensive Grammar of the 
English Language. 

 
�  Subjectivity analysis classifies content in objective or 

subjective 
 

 



Examples 
�  The desire to give Broglio as many starts as possible. 
�  The Pirates have a 9-6 record this year and the Redbirds are 

7-9. 
�  Suppose he did lie beside Lenin, would it be permanent ? 
�  One of the obstacles to the easy control of a 2-year old child 

is a lack of verbal communication. 



Examples 
�  It offers a breath of the fresh air of true sophistication. 
�  This is a thoughtful, provocative, insistently humanizing film. 
�  The movie is a sentimental mess that never rings true. 
�  While the performances are often engaging, this loose collection 

of largely improvised numbers would probably have worked better 
as a one-hour TV documentary. 



Application: Product Review Mining 
�  Sleek and well designed, the 

iPhone remains the best 
touchscreen phone that you can 
buy. We doubt FaceTime will be 
a big draw, but the excellent 
quality photos and videos are 
impressive, as are the new iOS 4 
features.  

�  I love it. Coming from a 3GS u 
can see the difference in display 
pix and games and movies videos 
the list can go on :)  

�  After all, it's not a bad phone but 
hey, it doesn't worth the price 
tag. Really overrated, it lacks 
basic features, the platform is 
very closed and restrictive.  

�  It costs two times more than 
models produced by another 
companies. Also I think that 
apple phones can´t be tuned well 
because of lack of settings and 
huge amount of restrictions.  



Application: Opinion Question Answering 

Q: What is the international reaction to the reelection of Robert 
Mugabe as President of Zimbabwe?  

 
A: African observers generally approved of his victory while 

Western Governments strongly denounced it. 
 
Opinion QA is more complex  
Automatic subjectivity analysis can be helpful 
Stoyanov, Cardie, Wiebe EMNLP05  
Somasundaran, Wilson, Wiebe, Stoyanov ICWSM07 
 

 
 

 



Application: Information Extraction 
“The Parliament exploded into fury against the 
  government when word leaked out…” 
 
Observation:  subjectivity often causes false hits for IE 
Goal: augment the results of IE 

Subjectivity filtering strategies to improve IE Riloff, Wiebe, Phillips AAAI05 

 
 

 
 
 



More applications 
�  Product feature review : What features of the ThinkPad T43 

do customers like and which do they dislike?  
�  Review classification: Is a review positive or negative toward 

the movie? 
�  Tracking sentiments toward topics over time: Is anger 

ratcheting up or cooling down? 
�  Prediction (election outcomes, market trends):  Will 

Clinton or Obama win? 
�  Expressive text-to-speech synthesis 
�  Text semantic analysis (Wiebe and Mihalcea, 2006) (Esuli and Sebastiani, 

2006) 

�  Text summarization (Carenini et al., 2008) 

 



What is sentiment analysis? 
�  Also known as opinion mining 
�  Attempts to identify the opinion/sentiment that a person 

may hold towards an object 
�  It is a finer grain analysis compared to subjectivity analysis 

Sentiment Analysis Subjectivity analysis 

Positive 
Subjective 

Negative  

Neutral Objective 



Components of an opinion 
�  Basic components of an opinion: 

� Opinion holder: The person or organization that holds a specific 
opinion on a particular object. 

� Object: on which an opinion is expressed 
� Opinion: a view, attitude, or appraisal on an object from an 

opinion holder. 



Opinion mining tasks 
�  At the document (or review) level: 

�  Task: sentiment classification of reviews 
�  Classes: positive, negative, and neutral 
�  Assumption: each document (or review) focuses on a single object 

(not true in many discussion posts) and contains opinion from a single 
opinion holder. 

�  At the sentence level: 
�  Task 1: identifying subjective/opinionated sentences 

�  Classes: objective and subjective (opinionated) 
�  Task 2: sentiment classification of sentences 

�  Classes: positive, negative and neutral. 
�  Assumption: a sentence contains only one opinion; not true in many cases. 
�  Then we can also consider clauses or phrases. 



Opinion mining tasks 
�  At the feature level: 

�  Task 1: Identify and extract object features that have been commented on 
by an opinion holder (e.g., a reviewer). 

�  Task 2: Determine whether the opinions on the features are positive, 
negative or neutral. 

�  Task 3: Group feature synonyms. 
�  Produce a feature-based opinion summary of multiple reviews. 

�  Opinion holders: identify holders is also useful, e.g., in news 
articles, etc, but they are usually known in the user generated 
content, i.e., authors of the posts. 



 
 
Facts and Opinions 
�  Two main types of textual information on the Web. 

�  Facts and Opinions 

�  Current search engines search for facts (assume they are 
true) 
�  Facts can be expressed with topic keywords. 

�  Search engines do not search for opinions 
� Opinions are hard to express with a few keywords 

�  How do people think of Motorola Cell phones? 

� Current search ranking strategy is not appropriate for opinion 
retrieval/search. 



Applications 
�  Businesses and organizations:  

�  product and service benchmarking. 
�  market intelligence. 
�  Business spends a huge amount of money to find consumer 

sentiments and opinions. 
�  Consultants, surveys and focused groups, etc 

�  Individuals: interested in other’s opinions when  
�  purchasing a product or using a service,  
�  finding opinions on political topics 

�  Ads placements: Placing ads in the user-generated content 
�  Place an ad when one praises a product. 
�  Place an ad from a competitor if one criticizes a product. 

�  Opinion retrieval/search: providing general search for opinions. 



Two types of evaluations 
�  Direct Opinions: sentiment expressions on some objects, 

e.g., products, events, topics, persons. 
�  E.g., “the picture quality of this camera is great” 
�  Subjective 

�  Comparisons: relations expressing similarities or differences 
of more than one object. Usually expressing an ordering. 
�  E.g., “car x is cheaper than car y.” 
� Objective or subjective. 



II. Sentiment and subjectivity analysis 
on English 

Lexicons, Corpora, Tools 



Main resources 
•  Lexicons 

•  General Inquirer (Stone et al., 1966) 
• OpinionFinder lexicon (Wiebe & Riloff, 2005) 
•  SentiWordNet (Esuli & Sebastiani, 2006) 

•  Annotated corpora 

•  MPQA corpus (Wiebe et. al, 2005) 
•  Used in statistical approaches (Hu & Liu 2004, 

Pang & Lee 2004) 

•  Tools  
•  Algorithm based on minimum cuts (Pang & 

Lee, 2004)  
•  OpinionFinder (Wiebe et. al, 2005) 
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Lexicons: who does lexicon development ? 

�  Humans 

�  Semi-automatic 
 

�  Fully automatic 



What should be added to a lexicon? 

�  Find relevant words, phrases, patterns that can be used to 
express subjectivity 

�  Determine the polarity of subjective expressions 

 

 



Words 
�  Adjectives Hatzivassiloglou & McKeown 1997, Wiebe 2000, Kamps & Marx 2002, 

Andreevskaia & Bergler 2006 

�  positive: honest important mature large patient 
 
�  Ron Paul is the only honest man in Washington.  
�  Kitchell’s writing is unbelievably mature and is only likely to get better.  
�  To humour me my patient father agrees yet again to my choice of film  

 



Words 
�  Adjectives 

�  negative: harmful hypocritical inefficient insecure 
�  It was a macabre and hypocritical circus.  
�  Why are they being so inefficient ? bjective: curious, peculiar, odd, likely, 

probably 

 



Words 
�  Adjectives  

�  Subjective (but not positive or negative sentiment): curious, 
peculiar, odd, likely, probable 
�  He spoke of Sue as his probable successor. 
�  The two species are likely to flower at different times. 

 



Words 
�  Other parts of speech Turney & Littman 2003, Riloff, Wiebe & Wilson 2003, 

Esuli & Sebastiani 2006 

� Verbs 
�  positive: praise, love 
�  negative: blame, criticize 
�  subjective: predict 

� Nouns 
�  positive: pleasure, enjoyment 
�  negative: pain, criticism 
�  subjective: prediction, feeling 

 



Phrases 
�  Phrases containing adjectives and adverbs Turney 2002, Takamura, 

Inui & Okumura 2007 

�  positive: high intelligence, low cost 
�  negative: little variation, many troubles 



How to find them? Using patterns 
�  Lexico-syntactic patterns Riloff & Wiebe 2003 

�  way with <np>:  … to ever let China use force to have its 
way with … 

�  expense of <np>: at the expense of the world’s security and 
stability 

�  underlined <dobj>: Jiang’s subdued tone … underlined his 
desire to avoid disputes … 



�  How do we identify subjective items? 

�  Assume that contexts are coherent 

How to find them? Using association 



Conjunction 

ICWSM 2008 36 



Statistical association 
�  If words of the same orientation likely to co-occur together, 

then the presence of one makes the other more probable 
(co-occur within a window, in a particular context, etc.) 

� Use statistical measures of association to capture this 
interdependence  
�  E.g., Mutual Information (Church & Hanks 1989) 



�  How do we identify subjective items? 

�  Assume that contexts are coherent 
�  Assume that alternatives are similarly subjective (“plug into” 

subjective contexts) 

How to find them? Using similarity 



How? Summary 
�  How do we identify subjective items? 

�  Assume that contexts are coherent 
�  Assume that alternatives are similarly subjective 
�  Take advantage of specific words 



*We cause great leaders 

ICWSM 2008 40 



Existing lexicons: General Inquirer 
�  abide,POSITIVE 
�  able,POSITIVE 
�  abound,POSITIVE 
�  absolve,POSITIVE 
�  absorbent,POSITIVE 

�  absorption,POSITIVE 
�  abundance,POSITIVE 

�  abandon,NEGATIVE 
�  abandonment,NEGATIVE 
�  abate,NEGATIVE 
�  abdicate,NEGATIVE 
�  abhor,NEGATIVE 

�  abject,NEGATIVE 
�  abnormal,NEGATIVE 



Existing lexicons: Opinion Finder 
�  type=weaksubj len=1 word1=able pos1=adj stemmed1=n polarity=positive polannsrc=tw 

mpqapolarity=weakpos 
�  type=weaksubj len=1 word1=abnormal pos1=adj stemmed1=n polarity=negative polannsrc=ph 

mpqapolarity=strongneg 
�  type=weaksubj len=1 word1=abolish pos1=verb stemmed1=y polannsrc=tw 

mpqapolarity=weakneg 
�  type=strongsubj len=1 word1=abominable pos1=adj stemmed1=n intensity=high polannsrc=ph 

mpqapolarity=strongneg 
�  type=strongsubj len=1 word1=abominably pos1=anypos stemmed1=n intensity=high 

polannsrc=ph mpqapolarity=strongneg 
�  type=strongsubj len=1 word1=abominate pos1=verb stemmed1=y intensity=high polannsrc=ph 

mpqapolarity=strongneg 
�  type=strongsubj len=1 word1=abomination pos1=noun stemmed1=n intensity=high 

polannsrc=ph mpqapolarity=strongneg 
�  type=weaksubj len=1 word1=above pos1=anypos stemmed1=n polannsrc=tw 

mpqapolarity=weakpos 
�  type=weaksubj len=1 word1=above-average pos1=adj stemmed1=n polarity=positive 

polannsrc=ph mpqapolarity=strongpos 



Existing lexicons: SentiWordNet 
�  P: 0.75 O: 0.25 N: 0 good#101123148 

having desirable or positive qualities especially those suitable for a thing 
specified; "good news from the hospital"; "a good report card"; "when 
she was good she was very very good"; "a good knife is one good for 
cutting“ 

�  P: 0 O: 1 N: 0 good#2  full#6   00106020 
having the normally expected amount; "gives full measure"; "gives good 
measure"; "a good mile from here"  

�   P: 0 O: 1 N: 0 short# 201436003 
(primarily spatial sense) having little length or lacking in length; "short 
skirts"; "short hair"; "the board was a foot short"; "a short toss"  

�  P: 0.125 O: 0.125 N: 0.75 short#3  little#6 02386612 
low in stature; not tall; "he was short and stocky"; "short in stature"; "a 
short smokestack"; "a little man"  



Main resources 
•  Lexicons 

•  General Inquirer (Stone et al., 1966) 
• OpinionFinder lexicon (Wiebe & Riloff, 2005) 
•  SentiWordNet (Esuli & Sebastiani, 2006) 

•  Annotated corpora 

•  MPQA corpus (Wiebe et. al, 2005) 
•  Used in statistical approaches (Hu & Liu 2004, 

Pang & Lee 2004) 

•  Tools  
•  Algorithm based on minimum cuts (Pang & 

Lee, 2004)  
•  OpinionFinder (Wiebe et. al, 2005) 
 



MPQA: definitions and annotation scheme  

� Manual annotation:  human markup of corpora (bodies 
of text) 

� Why?  
� Understand the problem 
� Create gold standards (and training data) 

Wiebe, Wilson, Cardie LRE 2005 
Wilson & Wiebe ACL-2005 workshop 
Somasundaran, Wiebe, Hoffmann, Litman ACL-2006 workshop 
Somasundaran, Ruppenhofer, Wiebe SIGdial 2007 
Wilson 2008 PhD dissertation 



Overview 
�  Fine-grained: expression-level rather than sentence or 

document level 

�  Annotate  
�  Subjective expressions 
� material attributed to a source, but presented objectively 



Corpus 
�  MPQA: www.cs.pitt.edu/mqpa/databaserelease (version 2) 

�  English language versions of articles from the world press  (187 
news sources) 

�  Also includes contextual polarity annotations (later) 

�  Themes of the instructions: 
�  No rules about how particular words should be annotated.  

�  Don’t take expressions out of context and think about what they could 
mean, but judge them as they are used in that sentence. 



Other gold standards 
� Derived from manually annotated data 
� Derived from “found” data (examples):  

�  Blog tags Balog, Mishne, de Rijke EACL 2006 

� Websites for reviews, complaints, political arguments 
�   amazon.com Pang and Lee ACL 2004 

�  complaints.com Kim and Hovy ACL 2006 

�  bitterlemons.com Lin and Hauptmann ACL 2006  



Gold standard data example 
�  Positive movie reviews 
offers a breath of the fresh air of true 

sophistication . 
a thoughtful , provocative , insistently 

humanizing film . 
with a cast that includes some of the top 

actors working in independent film , 
lovely & amazing involves us because it 
is so incisive , so bleakly amusing about 
how we go about our lives . 

a disturbing and frighteningly evocative 
assembly of imagery and hypnotic music 
composed by philip glass . 

not for everyone , but for those with whom 
it will connect , it's a nice departure 
from standard moviegoing fare . 

�  Negative movie reviews 
unfortunately the story and the actors are 

served with a hack script . 

all the more disquieting for its relatively 
gore-free allusions to the serial 
murders , but it falls down in its 
attempts to humanize its subject . 

a sentimental mess that never rings true . 

while the performances are often 
engaging , this loose collection of largely 
improvised numbers would probably 
have worked better as a one-hour tv 
documentary . 

interesting , but not compelling . 

 



Main resources 
•  Lexicons 

•  General Inquirer (Stone et al., 1966) 
• OpinionFinder lexicon (Wiebe & Riloff, 2005) 
•  SentiWordNet (Esuli & Sebastiani, 2006) 

•  Annotated corpora 

•  Used in statistical approaches (Hu & Liu 2004, 
Pang & Lee 2004) 

•  MPQA corpus (Wiebe et. al, 2005) 

•  Tools  
•  Algorithm based on minimum cuts (Pang & 

Lee, 2004)  
•  OpinionFinder (Wiebe et. al, 2005) 
 



Lexicon-based tools 
�  Use sentiment and subjectivity lexicons 
�  Rule-based classifier 

� A sentence is subjective if it has at least two words in the 
lexicon 

� A sentence is objective otherwise 



Corpus-based tools   
�  Use corpora annotated for subjectivity and/or sentiment 
�  Train machine learning algorithms: 

� Naïve bayes 
� Decision trees 
�  SVM  
� … 

�  Learn to automatically annotate new text 



III. Word- and phrase-level annotations 

Dictionary-based 
Corpus-based 
Hybrid 



Trends explored so far   
�  Manual annotations involving human judgment of words and 

phrases 
�  Automatic annotations based on knowledge sources (e.g. 

dictionary) 
�  Automatic annotations based on information derived from 

corpora (co-occurrence metrics, patterns) 



Dictionary-based: Subjectivity 
Mihalcea et al., 2007 - translation 

�  English lexicon contains inflected words, but lemmatized form is needed to 
querya dictionary, yet lemmatization can affect subjectivity:  
�  memories (En, pl, subj) à memorie (Ro, sg, obj)  

�  Ambiguous entries both in source and target language; 49.6% subjective 
entries from those correctly translated 
�  fragile (En, subj) à fragil (Ro, obj) [breakable objects vs. delicate] 
�  Rely on usage frequency listed by the dictionary 

�  Multi-word expressions difficult to translate (264/990 translated) 
�  If not in the dictionary, word-by-word approach, further validated by counts on 

search engine: one-sided (En, subj) à cu o latura (Ro, obj) 

bilingual  
dictionary 

�  OpinionFinder lexicon (English) 
�  6,856 entries, 990 multi-word expressions 

�  Bilingual English-Romanian dictionary 
�  Dictionary 1 (authoritative source) 41,500 entries; 

Dictionary 2 (online, back-up) 4,500 entries 

�  Resulting lexicon of 4,983 entries (Romanian) 

English 
lexicon 

target 
language 
lexicon 



Dictionary-based: Polarity 
Kim and Hovy, 2006 - bootstrapping 

good 

beneficial 
good 

good 
salutary 

good 
serious 

estimable 
good 

honorable 
respectable 

full 
good 

clear 
good 
near 

WordNet structure 

seeds 
(i.e. good) 

estimated closeness of 
candidate to positive, 
negative, and neutral 
classes 

*)|()(maxarg
1

))(,(∏
=

n

k

wsynsetfcount
k

c

kcfPcP

* Note: fk stands for feature k of class c (who is a synonym of the word), w for word, and c for class.  

�  Resulted in an English polarity lexicon: 1,600 verbs and 3,600 adjectives 
�  The lexicon is then translated into German using an automatically generated translation 

dictionary (obtained from European Parliament corpus via word alignment) 

�  using a rule based classifier on a document level polarity dataset – avg F-measure=55% 



Dictionary-based: Polarity 
Hassan et al., 2011 – multilingual WordNets and Random Walk 

�  Predict sentiment orientation based on the mean hitting time to two sets of positive and 
negative seeds (General Inquirer lexicon – Stone et al., 1966) 

�  Mean hitting time is the average number of steps a random walker starting at node i will take 
to reach node j for the first time (Norris, 1997) 

�  For Arabic, the accuracy is 92% (approx 30% more than using the SO-PMI method proposed 
by Turney and Littman, 2003); for Hindi, the accuracy also increases by 20%. 

Word1-En 

Word2-En 

Word3-En 

English WordNet 

Word1-Ar 

Word2-Ar 

Word3-Ar 

Arabic WordNet 

Word1-Hi 

Word2-Hi 

Word3-Hi 

Hindi WordNet 

Ar-En 
dictionary 

Hi-En dictionary 

Hi-En dictionary 



Dictionary-based: Polarity 
Pérez-Rosas et al., 2012 – lexicon through WordNet traversal 

•  Initial selection 
of strong polar 
words 

English polarity 
lexicon 

•  Sense selection based 
highest polarity 
scores of available 
senses 

SentiWordnet 

•  Sense level 
mapping among 
languages 

Multilingual 
WordNet 

•  full 
strength 
lexicon 

•  Filter strong polar words 
and their corresponding 
senses  based on highest 
polarity scores    

SentiWordnet 

•  Sense level mapping 
among languages 

Multilingual 
Wordnet 

•  medium 
strength 
lexicon 

�  accuracy values of 90% (full strength lexicon) and 74% (medium strength lexicon) when 
transferring the sentiment information from English. 



Dictionary-based: Subjectivity 
Banea et al., 2008 - bootstrapping 

�  60 seeds evenhandedly sampled from nouns, verbs, adjectives, adverbs 

�  Small training corpus to derive co-occurrence matrix and train LSA to compute 
the similarity between each candidate and the original seeds 

�  Online / offline dictionary → extract & parse definition → get candidates → 

lemmatize → compute similarity scores → accept / discard candidates 

�  Extracted a subjectivity lexicon of  3,900 entries; using a rule based classifier 
applied to a sentence level subjectivity dataset – F-measure is 61.7% 

seeds query Candidate	  
synonyms 

Max.	  no.	  of	  itera4ons? 

no 

yes 

Candidate	  
synonyms 

Selected	  
synonyms 

Variable	  
filtering 

Online	  dic4onary 

Fixed	  
filtering 



Corpus-based: Polarity 
Kaji and Kitsuregawa, 2007 

�  Lexicon of 8,166 to 9,670 Japanese entries 

�  threshold of 0: Ppos=76.4%, Pneg=68.5% 
�  threshold of 3:  Ppos=92.0%, Pneg=87.9% 

- HTML layout information 
(e.g. list markers or tables) 
that explicitly indicate the 
evaluation section of a 
review: pros/cons, minus/
plus 
- Japanese specific 
language structure 

1 billion web pages 

corpus of 
polar 

sentences 
220k pos / 
280k neg 

adjectives & 
adjectival 
phrases 

Seed data set: 
405 pos/neg 

adjective phrases 

polarity_value(w)=PMI(w, pos)-PMI(w,neg) 

threshold 

polarity 
lexicon 



Corpus-based: Polarity 
Kanayama and Nasukawa, 2006 
�  Domain dependent sentiment analysis by using a domain-independent lexicon to extract 

domain dependent polar atoms. 

�  Polar atom 
�  The minimum human-understandable syntactic structures that specify the polarity of clauses 
�  Tuple (polarity, verb/adjective [optional arguments]) 

�  System uses intra- and inter-sentential coherence to identify polarity shifts (i.e. polarity 
will not change unless encountering an adversative conjunction) 

�  Confidence of polar atoms calculated based on its occurrence in positive v. negative 
contexts 

 

�  4 domains, 200 – 700 polar atoms (in Japanese) per domain with a precision from 54% 
(phones) to 75% (movies) 

corpus 
parser candidate 

phrases 

Seed lexicon: 
polar atoms 

labeled 
phrases 

context coherency 

polar atoms 



Corpus-based: Opinion 
Kobayashi et al., 2005 - bootstrapping  
�  Similar method to Kanayama and Nasukawa’s 

�  Extracts opinion triplets = (subject, attribute, value), treated from an 
anaphora resolution frameset 
�   i.e. product is easy to determine, but finding the attribute of a value is similar to 

finding the antecedent in an anaphora resolution task; attribute may/may not be 
present 

�  3,777 attribute expressions and 3950 value expressions in Japanese 
�  Coverage of 35% to 45% vis-à-vis manually extracted expressions 

web reviews 

co-occurrence 
patterns 

ranked list of 
candidate attribute-
value pairs given a 

product 

subjects attributes values 

judge opinion or subjective 
attribute-value pairs 

- Initial dictionary seeding based 
on  semi-automatic method 
(Kobayashi et al., 2004) 
- dictionaries automatically 
updated after every iteration 

machine 
learning 



Hybrid: Affect 
Pitel and Grefenstette, 2008 
�  Classify words in 44 paired affect classes (e.g., love - hate, courage - fear) 

�  Each class is associated with a positive/negative orientation 

 

�  For LSA – short windows → highly semantic information, large windows → 
thematic / pragmatic information  

�  Varied windows is 42 ways, based on no. of words in co-occurrence window and 
position vis-à-vis reference word → concatenated LSA vectors of 300 dimensions 

(trained on French EuroParl) →vectorial space of 12,600 dimensions 

�  Labeled 2632 French words – 54% are correctly classified in the top 10 classes 

 

2-4 seeds / 
class 

 

synonym 
expansion 10 words / 

class 

expanded using LSA 
co-occurrence matrix machine learning 

(44 class) 

+ variants 
with  new 

POS 
 

lexical family 
expansion 

manual 
step 

vectorial space 
automatic 
step 



Other approaches 
�  Takamura et al., 2006 

�  finding the polarity of phrases such as “light laptop” (both words individually are neutral) 

�  on a dataset of 12,000 adjective-noun phrases drawn from Japanese newswire → a 
model based on triangle and “U-shaped” graphical dependencies achieves 81% 

�  Suzuki et al., 2006 
�  focus on evaluative expressions (subjects, attributes and values) 
�  use an expectation maximization algorithm and a Naïve Bayes classifier to annotate 

the polarity of evaluative expressions  
�  accuracy of 77% (baseline of 47% - assigning the majority class) 

�  Bautin et al., 2008 
�  Polarity of entities (e.g. George Bush, Vladimir Putin) in 9 languages (Ar, Cn, En, Fr, 

De, It, Jp, Kr, Es)  
�  Translation of documents into English, and calculation of entity polarity using 

association measures between its occurrence and positive/negative words from a 
English sentiment lexicon; thus polarity analysis in source language only 



IV. Sentence-level annotations 

Dictionary-based 
Corpus-based 



Rule-based classifier 
�  Use the lexicon to build a classifier 
�  Rule-based classifier 

�  (Riloff & Wiebe, 2003) 
�  Subjective: two or more (strong) subjective entries 
�  Objective: at most two (weak) subjective entries in the previous, current, 

next sentence combined  

�  Variations are also possible 
�  E.g., three or more clues for a subjective sentence 
�  Depending on the quality/strength of the classifier 



Sentence-level gold standard data set 
�  Gold standard constructed from SemCor 

�  (Mihalcea et al., 2007; Banea et al., 2008,2010) 
�  504 sentences from five English SemCor documents  
�  Manually translated in Romanian 
�  Labeled by two annotators 
�  Agreement 0.83% (κ=0.67) 
�  Baseline: 54% (all subjective) 

�  Also available 
�  Spanish (manual translation) 
�  Arabic, German, French (automatic translations) 



Using the automatically built lexicons 
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Sentiment units obtained with “deep 
parsing” 
�  (Kanayama et. al, 2004) 
�  Use a machine translation system based on deep parsing to 

extract “sentiment units” with high precision from Japanese 
product reviews 

�  Sentiment unit = a touple between a sentiment label 
(positive or negative) and a predicate (verb or adjective) with 
its argument (noun) 

�  Sentiment analysis system uses the structure of a transfer-
based machine translation engine, where the production 
rules and the bilingual dictionary are replaced by sentiment 
patterns and a sentiment lexicon, respectively 



Sentiment units obtained with “deep 
parsing” 
�  Sentiment units derived for Japanese are used to classify the 

polarity of a sentence, using the information drawn from a 
full syntactic parser in the target language 

�  Using about 4,000 sentiment units, when evaluated on 200 
sentences, the sentiment annotation system was found to 
have high precision (89%) at the cost of low recall (44%) 



Corpus-based methods 
�  Collect data in the target language 
�  Sources: 

�  Product reviews 
� Movie reviews 

�  Extract sentences labeled for subjectivity using min-cut 
algorithm on graph representation  

�  Use HTML structure to build large corpus of polar sentences 



Extract Subjective Sentences with Min-Cut 

(Pang & Lee, 2004) 



Cut-based Algorithm 

s and t correspond to subjective/objective classification 



Extraction of Subjective Sentences 
�  Assign every individual sentence a subjectivity score  

�  e.g. the probability of a sentence being subjective, as assigned by 
a Naïve Bayes classifier, etc 

�  Assign every sentence pair a proximity or similarity score 
�  e.g. physical proximity = the inverse of the number of sentences 

between the two entities 
�  Use the min-cut algorithm to classify the sentences into 

objective/subjective 



Building a labeled corpus from the Web 
�  (Kaji & Kitsuregawa, 2006, 2007) 
�  Collect a large corpus of sentiment-annotated sentences from the 

Web 
�  Use structural information from the layout of HTML pages (e.g., 

list markers or tables that explicitly indicate the presence of the 
evaluation sections of a review, such as “pros”/“cons”, 
“minus”/“plus”, etc.), as well as Japanese-specific language 
structure (e.g., particles used as topic markers) 

�  Starting with one billion HTML documents, about 500,000 polar 
sentences are collected, with 220,000 being positive and the rest 
negative  

�  Manual verification of 500 sentences, carried out by two human 
judges, indicated an average precision of 92% 



Sentence-level classifiers 
�  A subset of this corpus, consisting of 126,000 sentences, is 

used to build a Naive Bayes classifier. 
�  Using three domain specific data sets (computers, restaurants 

and cars), the precision of the classifier was found to have an 
accuracy ranging between 83% (computers) and 85% 
(restaurants) 

�  Web data is a viable alternative 
�  Easily portable across domains 



Cross-Language Projections 

�  Eliminate some of the ambiguities in the lexicon by accounting for context 
�  Subjectivity is transferable across languages – dataset with annotator agreement 

83%-90% (kappa .67-.82) 
     S: [en] Suppose he did lie beside Lenin, would it be permanent ? 
     S: [ro] Sa presupunem ca ar fi asezat alaturi de Lenin, oare va fi pentru totdeauna? 

�  Solution: 
�  Use manually or automatically translated parallel text 
�  Use manual or automatic annotations of subjectivity on English data 

�  (Mihalcea et al., 2007; Banea et al., 2008) 

Parallel Texts 



Cross-Language Projections 

annotations 

annotations 



Manual annotation in source language 
annotations 

�  Manually annotated corpus: MPQA (Wiebe et. al, 2005)  
�  A collection of  535 English language news articles 
�  9700 sentences; 55% are subjective & 45% are objective  

�  Machine translation engine: 
�  Language Weaver – Romanian 



annotations 

�  Raw Corpus: subset of  SemCor (Miller et. al, 1993) 
�  107 documents; balanced corpus covering topics such as 

sports, politics, fashion, education, etc. 
�  Roughly 11,000 sentences  

�  Subjectivity Annotation Tool: OpinionFinder High-Coverage 
classifier (Wiebe et. al, 2005) 

�  Machine translation engine: 
�  Language Weaver – Romanian 

Source to target language MT 



�  Same setup as in the automatic annotation experiment 
�  But the direction of the MT starts from the target language to the source 

language 
 

annotations 

Target to source language MT 



Results for cross-lingual projections 
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Portability to Spanish 
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Similar experiments on Asian languages 
Kim et al., 2010 
�  Test set: 859 sentence chunks in Korean, English, Japanese and Chinese. 

�  Train set: MPQA translated into Korean, Japanese and Chinese using Google 
Translate. 

�  Lexicon: translated the OpinionFinder lexicon into the target languages and used 
a rule based classifier. Strong subj. words – 1; weak subj. words -0.5; if sentence 
> 1, then subj. 

60 
62 
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66 
68 
70 
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English 

Korean 

Chinese 

Japanese 

Train SVM on MT MPQA Train SVM on English MPQA 



V. Document-level annotations 

Dictionary-based 
Corpus-based 



Dictionary-based: Rule-based polarity 
Wan, 2008  
�  Annotating Chinese reviews using: 

� Method 1: 
�  a Chinese polarity lexicon (3,700 pos / 3,100 neg) 
�  negation words (13) and intensifiers (148) 

� Method 2: 
�  machine translation of Chinese reviews into English 
�  OpinionFinder subjectivity / polarity lexicon in English 

�  Polarity of a document =∑↑▒𝑠𝑒𝑛𝑡𝑒𝑛𝑐𝑒  𝑝𝑜𝑙𝑎𝑟𝑖𝑡𝑦  
�  Sentence polarity =∑↑▒𝑤𝑜𝑟𝑑  𝑝𝑜𝑙𝑎𝑟𝑖𝑡𝑦  
�  Evaluations on 886 Chinese reviews: 

�  Method 1: accuracy 74.3% 
�  Method 2: accuracy 81%; can reach 85% if combining different translations 

and methods 



Dictionary-based: Polarity 
Zagibalov and Carroll, 2008 - Bootstrapping 

�  Identifying “lexical items” (i.e. sequences of Chinese characters that occur 
between non-character symbols, which include a negation and an adverbial) 

�  “Zone” – sequence of characters occurring between punctuation marks 

�  Polarity of a document =∑↑▒𝑧𝑜𝑛𝑒  𝑝𝑜𝑠𝑖𝑡𝑖𝑣𝑒  −   ∑↑▒𝑧𝑜𝑛𝑒  
𝑛𝑒𝑔𝑎𝑡𝑖𝑣𝑒    

�  Zone polarity =∑↑▒𝑙𝑒𝑥𝑖𝑐𝑎𝑙  𝑖𝑡𝑒𝑚  𝑝𝑜𝑙𝑎𝑟𝑖𝑡𝑦  
�  Lexical item polarity ∝   𝑙𝑒𝑛𝑔𝑡ℎ(𝑙𝑒𝑥𝑖𝑐𝑎𝑙  𝑖𝑡𝑒𝑚)↑2 
∗𝑝𝑟𝑒𝑣_𝑝𝑜𝑙𝑎𝑟𝑖𝑡𝑦_𝑠𝑐𝑜𝑟𝑒  /𝑙𝑒𝑛𝑔ℎ𝑡(𝑧𝑜𝑛𝑒) *neg_coeff 

�  Average accuracy – 83%; 50-60 seeds extracted per domain 

Seed lexicon:  
6 negations 
5 adverbials 

“good” 

corpus classifier 
pos/neg 

documents 

candidate 
lexical items 

(freq 2+) 

compute relative 
frequency per class 

difference > 1 
recompute polarity 



Dictionary-based: Polarity 
Kim and Hovy, 2006 
�  The dictionary-based lexicon construction method using WordNet 

(discussed previously) generates an English lexicon of 5,000 
entries 

�  Lexicon is translated into German using an automatically 
generated translation dictionary based on the EuroParl using word 
alignment 

�  German lexicon employed in a rule-based system that annotates 
70 emails for polarity 

�  Document polarity: 
�  Positive class – a majority of positive words 
�  Negative class – count of negative words above threshold 

�  60% accuracy for positive polarity, 50% accuracy for negative 
polarity 



Corpus-based: Polarity 
Li and Sun, 2007 
�  Train a machine learning classifier if a set of annotated data 

exists 
�  Experimented with SVM, NB and maximum entropy 

�  Training set of 6,000 positive / 6,000 negative Chinese hotel 
reviews, test set of 2,000 positive / 2,000 negative reviews 

�  Accuracy up to 92% depending on classifier and feature set 



Corpus-based: Polarity 
Wan, 2009 – Co-training 

pos/neg 



Corpus-based: Polarity 
Wan, 2009 – Co-training 
�  Performance initially increases with the number of iterations 
�  Degradation after a particular number of iterations 
�  Best results reported on the 40th iteration, with an overall F-

measure of 81%, after adding 5 positive and 5 negative 
examples at every step 

�  Method is successful because it uses both cross-language and 
within-language knowledge 



�  Frame multilingual polarity detection as a special case of domain 
adaptation, where cross-lingual pivots are used to model the 
correspondence between features from both domains. 

�  Instead of using the entire feature set (like Wan, 2009), from the 
machine translated text only the pivots are maintained (based on 
method proposed by Blitzer et al., 2007) and appended to the 
original text; the rest is discarded as MT noise.  

�  Then apply SCL to find a low dimensional representation shared 
by both languages. 

�  They show that using only pivot features outperforms using the 
entire feature set. 

�  Improve over Wan, 2009 by 2.2% in overall accuracy. 

Corpus-based: Polarity 
Wei and Pal, 2010 – Structural correspondence learning 



Hybrid: Polarity 
Boyd-Graber and Resnik, 2010 – Multilingual Supervised LDA 

�  Model for sentiment analysis that learns consistent “topics” from a multilingual 
corpus. 

�  Both topics and assignments are probabilistic: 
�  Topic = latent concept that is represented through a probabilistic distribution of 

vocabulary words in multilingual corpora; it displays a consistent meaning and relevance 
to observed sentiment. 

�  Each document is represented as a probability distribution over all the topics and is 
assigned a sentiment score. 

�  Alternative to co-training that does not require parallel text or machine translation 
systems. 

�  Can use comparable text originating from multiple languages in a holistic 
framework and provides the best results when it is bridged through a dictionary or a 
foreign language WordNet aligned with the English WordNet. 



Hybrid: Polarity (cont.) 
Boyd-Graber and Resnik, 2010 – Multilingual Supervised LDA 

�  Model views sentiment 
across all languages from 
the perspective imparted 
by the topics present. 

�  Better than when porting 
resources from a source 
to a target language, when 
sentiment is viewed from 
the perspective of the 
donor language. 



VI. What works, what doesn’t 



Comparative results 
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Lessons Learned 
�  Best Scenario: Manually Annotated Corpora 

� The best scenario is when a corpus manually annotated for 
subjectivity exists in the target language 

� Unfortunately, this is rarely the case, as large manually 
annotated corpora exist only for a handful of languages 
�  e.g., the English MPQA corpus 



Lessons Learned 
�  Second Best: Corpus-based Cross-Lingual Projections 

�  The second best option is to construct an annotated data set 
by doing cross-lingual projections from a major language  

�  This assumes a “bridge” can be created between the target 
language and a major language such as English, in the form of 
parallel texts constructed via manual or automatic translations 
�  Target language translation tends to outperform source language 

translation 
�  Automatic translation leads to performance comparable to manual 

translations 



Lessons Learned 
�  Third Best: Bootstrapping a Lexicon 

�  The third option is to use bootstrapping starting with a set of 
seeds 

�  No advanced language processing tools are required, only a 
dictionary in the target language 

�  The seed set is expanded using words related found in the 
dictionary 

�  Running the process for several iterations can result in large 
lexicons with several thousands entries 



Lessons Learned 
�  Fourth best: translating a lexicon 

�  If none of the previous methods is applicable, the last resort is to 
automatically translate an already existing lexicon from a major 
language  

�  The only requirements are a subjectivity lexicon in the source 
language, and a bilingual dictionary 

�  Although very simple and efficient (a lexicon of over 5,000 
entries can be created in seconds), the accuracy of the method is 
rather low, mainly due to the challenges that are typical to a 
context-free translation process: ambiguity, morphology, phrase 
translations, etc. 



Conclusions   
�  Sentiment and subjectivity analysis is a very active area in 

natural language processing 
� Contributions from growing number of research teams 
� Hot commercial applications  

�  Understanding social media 

�  There is growing interest in enabling its application to other 
languages 
� Continuously increasing number of documents in languages 

other than English 
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